ABSTRACT Mutation testing is a fault-based testing technique that helps generating effective test cases. Mutation testing is computationally expensive, because it requires executing hundreds and even thousands of mutants. In this situation, search-based approaches like genetic algorithm can help to automate test case generation to reduce the cost. In this paper, we present an improved genetic algorithm that can reduce computational cost of mutation testing. First, we present a novel state-based and control-oriented fitness function that efficiently uses object-oriented program features to evaluate a test case. We then empirically evaluate it using our implemented tool, eMuJava, and compare it with the standard fitness function. Results show that although our proposed fitness function provides detailed information about fitness of a test case but standard genetic algorithm is incapable of using that effectively to repair the test cases. Therefore, we propose a new two-way crossover and adaptable mutation methods that intelligently use the fitness information to generate fitter offspring. Finally, we compare the improved genetic algorithm with random testing, standard genetic algorithm, and EvoSuite. Experiment results prove that our proposed approach can find the optimal test cases in less number of attempts (reduces computational cost). Besides that it can detect software bugs from suspiciously equivalent mutants and these mutants eventually get killed (increases mutation score).
I. INTRODUCTION
Object-oriented mutation testing is a fault based testing technique that helps generating effective test case set. This has been an area of interest for the researchers and a lot of research [5] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [25] , [37] has been done over the last two decades. Mutation testing is computationally expensive because it requires execution of hundreds and even thousands of variants (mutants) of the program under test. Evolutionary testing aims to automate test case generation process in order to reduce the time taken by manual test case generation. Genetic algorithm [1] is one of the approaches used in evolutionary testing that uses genetic evolution to generate solutions (test cases) to meet a certain goal (test coverage criteria). Genetic algorithm attempts to search the optimal solution from the input domain and the search is guided by its core part, the fitness function. In literature, we find several variations of fitness function [13] , [14] , [21] - [24] , [27] , [28] designed by researchers for genetic algorithm.
Evolutionary mutation testing combines evolutionary testing techniques (like genetic algorithm) with mutation testing to automate test case generation process and to reduce computational overhead. Evolutionary mutation testing is relatively new domain of research and it is still evolving. Researchers are still combining various approaches and methods of evolutionary and mutation testing techniques to devise best possible combination to take full advantage of both the base techniques. Our literature survey shows that existing approaches [7] , [33] - [36] , [39] do not consider some important aspects of object-oriented programs. We briefly discuss these aspects in next paragraphs.
Testing an object-oriented program is more challenging than a program written in structured programming language. An object-oriented program is usually based on one or more classes and in order to test a class, its object is created. An object comprises of two parts; data (states) and behavior (operations) and normally we are interested in testing all of its behaviors. In order to test an object's behavior, it may be required for the object to be in a certain state otherwise, it may not be possible to test that. For example, we can consider an object of stack class. If we want to test ''pop'' operation on the stack object, the stack must be in 'non-empty' state, which means the stack should contain at least one element in it. For the stack object to be in 'non-empty' state the 'push' operation must be invoked before the 'pop' operation and similarly in general we may require invoking multiple operations on object to gain the desired state. Considering the importance of object's state, in our earlier work [28] , we propose a fitness function for genetic algorithm that takes object's state into account and uses it to evaluate a solution (test case). With the inclusion of object's state as part of the fitness, the experiments prove that the search process gets better guidance and converges to the target quickly in lesser iterations of genetic algorithm.
Control flow of a program is another important aspect, which helps determining the behavior of a program on a certain input. The control-flow information therefore can be used to check if the program exhibits the desired behavior and has followed the expected path during execution. The difference in expected and actual execution paths may indicate the presence of a logical bug (a logical mistake by the programmer, which may change the output of program) in the program. We propose [37] using control-flow information in mutation testing besides using program's output (which is based on data states). If original and mutated (modified) programs exercise different execution paths but produce same output, we may end up finding a potential bug in the program, which is not allowing the modified program to produce a different output on a different execution path.
We have designed a new fitness function for evolutionary mutation testing of object-oriented programs [38] . We have introduced two new values in a test case fitness including object's state and control flow information. Both of these values are calculated from execution traces of program under test and are represented as separate costs in fitness. By using object's state fitness the search process can decide if a given test case needs modification in method call sequence (responsible to allow an object to gain the desired state) before calling the method under test. After execution of mutated statement, the mutated program usually exercises a different execution path (if mutated statement causes some change) as compare to the original one. The fitness value that we calculate using control flow information tells if the mutated program is taking a different route till the end or not. The different execution path has tendency to generate different output but situation can become interesting if mutated program produces same output even though it exercises a different path. Such a situation can indicate presence of some logical error in the program. We also did an implementation of our proposal and performed brief experiments with it. We present more details about this fitness function in section IV.
In this research we extend our proposed fitness function in various dimensions. Our major contributions include the following;
• We have implemented our proposed fitness function and named the implementation as eMuJava. Besides that eMuJava provides other test case generation techniques including random testing and standard genetic algorithm for mutation based testing. We have performed experiments using eMuJava and have compared the results that we have obtained from random testing, genetic algorithm with standard fitness function, and genetic algorithm with proposed fitness function,
• We have proposed a new crossover method for genetic algorithm to get full advantage of object's state fitness.
The new crossover method covers the input domain comprehensively to generate fitter offsprings for next iteration.
• We have proposed a novel adaptable mutation method for genetic algorithm. The new method adapts to the situation by changing mutation rate dynamically at runtime. We have implemented two-way crossover and adaptable mutation methods in eMuJava v.2.
• We have performed experiments using eMuJava v.2 to validate improvements in genetic algorithm. eMuJava v.2 supports four methods for mutation based test case generation. Experiments have proven that our improved genetic algorithm achieves targets in lesser iterations and can raise mutation score by detecting bugs in the program. We have also compared our approach with EvoSuite [35] . The coming sections contain more details about our contributions and other important aspects, which are necessary to explain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; section II provides introduction of evolutionary mutation testing and concepts of this area. Section III sheds some light on the related work and highlights their limitations and issues. Section IV presents details about our earlier work and section V presents eMuJava tool that we have implemented as a proof of concept. In section VI, we include results and analysis of our initial experiments. Section VII presents novel methods including two-way crossover and adaptable mutation for genetic algorithm. In section VIII we provide details of experiments that we have performed using extended eMuJava and compare experiment results with the competitors of eMuJava. We conclude our discussion in section IX with some future directions.
II. EVOLUTIONARY MUTATION TESTING
Evolutionary mutation testing is a step towards automating test case generation process in mutation testing with the help of evolutionary testing techniques like genetic algorithm. By applying evolutionary testing techniques the amount of time required by mutation testing can be significantly reduced. Mutation testing is different in nature as compared to other white-box testing techniques and it also uses a different coverage criteria. The goal in mutation testing is to achieve high mutation score by killing all the non-equivalent mutants. So we need special kind of fitness functions to complement the mutation testing and to provide better guidance to search process. Some research [7] , [34] , [36] , [38] has been done in this area to exploit full advantages of evolutionary testing and to overcome limitations of mutation testing techniques like computational overhead. The figure 1 shows the inputs, output and activities involved in the process. Initially, the process takes two inputs; program under test and mutation operators to generate set of mutant programs. Each mutant contains exactly one fault (syntactic change) and the set of mutants become the targets for which Genetic algorithm generates test cases to kill them. Genetic algorithm also takes two inputs, set of mutants and initial population (set of test cases) to start its operation. Then genetic algorithm executes test cases against mutant programs and records execution traces. Then it evaluates traces to check if test cases have killed all the mutants. If some mutants survive, the genetic algorithm tries to improve the test cases using crossover and biological mutation. Then with improved set of test cases, genetic algorithm executes next iteration and this process continues until it kills all the mutants or number of maximum iterations exhaust.
Evolutionary mutation testing requires a special kind of fitness function in order to evaluate test cases it generates to kill the mutants. We find three conditions in the literature that must be satisfied in order to kill a mutant, which includes; reachability condition [7] , necessity condition [2] , and sufficiency condition [2] . Reachability condition requires that the test case must execute the statement containing the mutation. It is important for the test case to execute this statement; otherwise the behavior of original and mutated program remains the same. Secondly, the mutated statement must introduce some infection (necessity condition). That means, it must cause some change in behavior of the program because this is the purpose of introducing the mutation in the original program. Finally the mutated program must produce different output after executing the mutated statement and introducing a change in behavior. If the mutated program does so, that means sufficiency condition holds.
III. RELATED WORK
In this section we present the related research work that has been done in the area of evolutionary mutation testing.
Bottaci [7] proposes a fitness function for evolutionary mutation testing that uses three costs for three conditions, which the testing process tries to satisfy to kill a mutant. The fitness function assigns costs to a test case on the basis of its ability to satisfy these conditions. It computes reachability cost by finding the difference between goal and executed path, and by calculating the branch distance on the failed predicate. The fitness function assigns necessity cost the same way as of branch distance for reachability cost. Finally, it calculates the sufficiency cost by counting the number of same data states after the mutated statement.
Mishra et al. [33] propose a new approach for mutation testing using elitist genetic algorithm. They extend the work of Bybro [11] and Masud [20] to generate test case for Java based programs. This approach supports unit (class) level testing and the generated test cases are in JUnit [40] format. Their approach uses test cases, which have killed some mutants, as initial population because these are good test cases and can improve performance of test case generation to a great deal.
Fraser and Zeller [34] design and introduce a novel fitness function that is purely object-oriented. They use three different costs to evaluate a test case, which misses the target and fails to kill a mutant. The first cost is distance to calling function that assigns cost to a test case that does not contain call to the function that defines mutated statement. Fraser and Zeller use a test case structure which seems different from standard object-oriented test case [14] . The second cost is distance to mutation that is calculated using approach level and branch distance, which is similar to the reachability cost we find in the work of Bottaci [7] . The third cost is mutation impact that considers unique number of methods in mutated program for which the coverage changes and noticeable state differences.
EvoSuite [35] is the most relevant tool available for evolutionary mutation testing of Java based programs. EvoSuite can test large number of classes, packages, and projects but in every case, it tests a class in isolation hence it supports unit level testing of Java classes. EvoSuite is available free of cost online and testers can use it in two forms; through command line and as plug-in of Eclipse. EvoSuite supports only limited set of mutation operators [19] , [31] which are designed for structured paradigm. EvoSuite does not support any mutation operator, which can test an object-oriented feature for example method overriding, reference and content comparison, access modifier, and so on. EvoSuite uses various techniques for test data generation including hybrid search [32] , dynamic symbolic execution [16] , and testability transformation [15] . VOLUME 5, 2017 EvoSuite generates test cases for JUnit [40] , which is a popular tool to perform unit testing.
Papadakis and Malevris [36] propose a control-oriented and state-based fitness function for evolutionary mutation testing. Their fitness function assigns four different costs to a test case. The first two costs their fitness function assigns are approach level and branch distance. Both of these costs evaluate as 0 if the mutated statement is executed and similar to the reachability cost. The third cost is predicate mutation distance that requires mutation distance, which is more or less same as of branch distance of failing condition. The impact distance (fourth cost) the fitness function assigns is similar to sufficiency cost to satisfy sufficiency condition. The fitness function calculates this cost the same way as proposed by Fraser and Zeller [34] .
Fraser and Arcuri [39] present a new scalable approach to generate test cases for the programs. In this work they apply new optimization approaches to reduce the total effort, which is required for mutation testing. Using these optimization approaches first they monitor the state infection conditions to avoid redundant execution of test cases to kill mutants and secondly, instead of generating test cases for individual mutants, they do it for all the targets all at once to save time. In this research they have performed extensive experiments using the EvoSuite [35] tool. For experimentation, they have extended the tool to support the new optimization methods. Their experiments show good results and the results indicate that optimizations can help reducing mutation testing effort to a great deal.
IV. STATE-BASED & CONTROL-ORIENTED FITNESS FUNCTION
We have proposed a new fitness function for evolutionary mutation testing in our previous work [38] . The main focus of the work is to use object's state and control flow information in evaluation of a test case. Earlier in the discussion (Section I) we have explained the importance of these features and with their inclusion, the testing process improves its performance in terms of time and becomes more effective. Search based algorithms like genetic algorithm can suffer from object's state problem [27] and the search process can become random if object does not gain desired state. A test case contains call to some methods of the class under test to bring it into a state after which, it can invoke the method to test the required feature. Object's state fitness tells the search process if the test case has gained the desired state or if it requires some more method invocations. This information further helps satisfying reachability and necessity conditions.
The second new element in fitness we propose using is control flow information along with output (data states) to evaluate sufficiency cost. In mutant program, mutated statement usually causes some change that should result in some deviation in flow of control as compared to original program. Eventually, this deviation in flow of control often produces different output. But if mutated program follows different path but produces same output, then it can be due to some logical programming error in the code by the programmer, which needs correction. We call such a mutant as suspicious mutant [36] and detection of such a mutant can help increasing mutation score after correcting the logical error in the program. Bashir and Nadeem [28] also use method's statement coverage in fitness functions but their approach fails to exploit the strength of control flow information up to this potential. In evolutionary mutation testing, a test case requires to satisfy three conditions to kill a mutant. These conditions include; reachability condition, necessity condition, and sufficiency condition. After including object's state fitness in first two conditions, we have given new names to them; statebased reachability condition and state-based necessity condition. Similarly, after including control flow information in sufficiency condition, we have given it new name as controloriented sufficiency cost. In figure 2, we provide a code example to explain the application of our state-based and control-oriented fitness function. The code snippet contains definition of a Number class that provides a default constructor. The Number class also provides a method definition with name square() with two integer parameters and it returns another integer, which the method calculates by taking square of the larger input parameter.
In order to explain how these conditions apply on a program, consider the code snippet in figure 2 again and assume statement 5 in the square() method contains mutation. Instead of directly assigning the variable 'b' an absolute value is calculated using Math.abs(b) and then it is assigned to the result variable. The figure 3 presents control flow graph of the square() method and shows how three conditions apply there.
Two straight lines are dividing the control flow graph in three segments whereas each segment shows the cost associated to its corresponding condition. State-based reachability cost is calculated if a test case fails to reach the statement that contains mutation, otherwise fitness function assigns '0' to it. The fitness function calculates state-based necessity cost if a test case although executes the mutated statement but fails to introduce any change. Finally, fitness function calculates control-oriented sufficiency cost if a test case executes mutated statement and introduces a change in the program but it fails to reflect that change in the output of the mutated program.
Now we provide details about all three costs and method that our proposed fitness function adapts to calculate them. Each cost contains sub-costs that highlight problems in different parts of the test case.
A. STATE-BASED REACHABILITY COST
The fitness function calculates and assigns state-based reachability cost (SbRC) to a test case if it fails to execute the mutated statement. This cost comprises of two sub-costs including state_fitness and coverage_fitness. This cost is calculated at the point where control diverges away from the path that contains the mutated statement. The state-based reachability cost of a test case 't' is evaluated as follows:
Here SbRC(t) represents State-based Reachability Cost of test case 't' that has two main segments; state_fitness and coverage fitness. The state_fitness is further elaborated below;
state_fitness(t) = branch_distance(states)
The state_fitness indicates normalized branch distance of object's state variables that appear in the statement where control diverges away from the target. The object's state fitness is calculated only if the diverging point (usually if condition) contains state variable (data member of class) in predicate. If predicate returns true, it indicates that object is in desired state and hence object's state fitness is set as '0'. The existing approaches [6] , [28] , [33] - [35] keep the branch distance of state variables with local variables due to which, the search process gets no information about object's state and this can cause the process to become random at times. The search process does not know which part of the test case is weak and needs improvement. The coverage_fitness is further divided into two sub-costs:
The approach_level is the difference between total number of dependent nodes and executed nodes and branch_distance is normalized branch distance of local variables involved. Both these values are calculated at the point where control diverges away from the target.
B. STATE-BASED NECESSITY COST
The mutated statement should cause some change in the behavior of the program otherwise mutated program cannot produce a different output. In this case an appropriate cost needs to be assigned to the test case by fitness function. The existing techniques [6] , [28] , [33] - [35] uses branch distance to calculate necessity cost, which proves to be insufficient if mutated statement contains objects. Some object-oriented mutation operators make changes in object type through polymorphism, method overloading, method overriding and so on. So we need to consider object's state as well besides calculating only the branch distance for local variables. We propose adapting to the situation and use either of the following methods to calculate state-based necessity cost.
1) SbNC for STRCUTURED MUTATION OPERATORS
If conventional mutation operators like change in relational operator, change in arithmetic operator and so on are used then we propose using the normalized branch distance of the variables involved in the mutation including local variables, returned values of method or state variables of an object.
2) SbNC FOR OBJECT-ORIENTED MUTATION OPERATORS
If a mutation is introduced using object-oriented mutation operators, for example call to a different (child) class constructor, change in method call and so on, then we first check if the mutation changes object's type. If object's type does change, we assign state-based necessity cost as '0' because a different object means difference in object's states hence a change is introduced. Otherwise if object's type remains the same, we propose calculating normalized branch distance on all the state variables of objects involved in original and mutated programs.
C. CONTROL-ORIENTED SUFFICIENCY COST
It is imperative for a change in the mutated program to be noticeable in the output otherwise original and mutated VOLUME 5, 2017 programs remain the same. The sufficiency cost deals with such a situation where mutant fails to reflect the change in output. In other techniques, we see an idea of comparing data states of original and mutant programs and fitness function penalizes the test cases for having equal data states [6] .
We name our proposed sufficiency cost as Control-oriented Sufficiency Cost (CoSC). We propose comparing data states as well as control flow information while calculating sufficiency cost after the point where data states become equal. If the mutant program exercises different execution path than original program while the data states remain the same, we declare such a mutant as suspicious mutant. A suspicious mutant is one that produces similar output as of original program but its execution path is different that makes it suspicious. In some cases, mutant program does this because the program has some logical error, which masks the change, which is introduced by mutated statement. By removing these logical errors, it not only corrects the program in general but it also helps increasing mutation score.
D. FITNESS REPRESENTATION
After calculating all three costs, they are combined (not added) together to form complete fitness representation of a test case. The general format of test case fitness is shown as below:
fitness(t) = [SbRC(t); SbNC(t); CoSC(t)]

V. eMuJava
In this section we present the tool that implements our proposed fitness function and we name it as ''evolutionary Mutation Tool for Java Programs'' or in short eMuJava. In our earlier work [38] the implementation was very limited in scope. In this research, we have extended the implementation to a great deal and have introduced new features in it to make it useable for experiments. We have used eMuJava to perform experiments (details are in section VI) to validate the effectiveness of our proposed fitness function. eMuJava has been implemented in Java programming language and is capable of testing Java programs eMuJava does not rely on any other third party or freeware component that makes it a complete and self-dependent automation. Figure 4 shows the architecture (module structure) of the tool having three large components and information being passed on to each of them by the environment and other components. Next we present inputs, outputs, and responsibilities of each component whereas later in this section we include some details on how eMuJava components co-ordinate and handle the assigned responsibilities.
A. eMuJava ARCHITECTURE
The implementation is complex in nature and based on three large components with a set of responsibilities assigned to each of them. Main inputs of eMuJava include Java program under test and mutation operators whereas after processing it produces test case set and results of experiment as result. Next we present inputs, outputs, and responsibilities of each component of the tool in detail.
1) MUTANT GENERATOR
The first component of tool is Mutant Generator from where the process of test case generation begins. It takes two inputs from the environment (usually provided by the tester) including source code to be tested and the mutation operators. User can load the source code in the tool by browsing through the directory structure of tester's computer and mutation operators can be selected by choosing them from the list provided on tool interface. The mutant generator then starts generating all possible mutants using the mutation operators. This process can take a while to complete because mutants can be large in number depending upon the Java classes under test and mutation operators selected by the tester. The output of this component is mutants in the form of Java classes containing exactly one fault per mutant.
2) CODE ANALYZER & INSTRUMENTATION
The output of Mutant Generator becomes the input of this component. This component is quite complex in nature as it comprises of some sub-components; including scanner, parser, class members (variables, constructors, methods) extractor, and the one which is responsible of performing instrumentation. Scanner and parser scan and parse the code to identify tokens from the code and to determine type of the statement they form. The class members extractor then merge the tokens and build larger set of groups for data members, constructors and methods. Finally, this component uses all the information to perform instrumentation by adding additional code within the statements to keep track of execution flow a test case will generate. This component generates instrumented Java code with no syntax error so it can be compiled and later executed. Finally, the instrumented mutants are compiled by this component.
3) TEST CASE GENERATOR
This is the third and last component of eMuJava and it receives compiled instrumented mutants as input and starts the process of test case generation. eMuJava can use three different approaches for test case generation; random testing, standard genetic algorithm, and genetic algorithm with our proposed fitness function. This component receives the approach to be used for test case generation as input from the user along with other configuration details including number of test cases to be used as initial population, number of iterations to perform, crossover and mutation rate and so son. This component produces final test case set, results, and statistics of the experiment.
B. eMuJava OPERATIONS
This section explains how eMuJava performs various operations to conduct an experiment. The details of testing process from the input it receives until the output it produces.
1) MUTANT GENERATION
Once eMuJava completes the process of identifying statements and tokens that form a given statement, it starts generating mutants. eMuJava generates mutants on the basis of mutation operators, the tester provides as input. eMuJava offers ten mutation operators such that five are structured and five are object-oriented mutation operators. The five mutation operators for structured paradigm are chosen from the work Offutt et al. [4] . We have chosen these mutation operators because research [3] shows that the impact of applying these selective mutation operators is almost equal to applying the whole mutation operators set. The selective mutation operators include the following:
• Absolute value insertion (ABS) • Arithmetic operator replacement (AOR) • Logical connector replacement (LCR) • Relational operator replacement (ROR) • Unary operator insertion (UOI) On the other hand the five object-oriented mutation operators are chosen from the research of Offutt et al. [25] . We have chosen these operators such that we have a representation for every object-oriented feature:
• Overriding method deletion (IOD)
• new method call with child class type (PNC) • Overloading method deletion (OMD) • Member variable initialization deletion (JID)
• Reference comparison and content comparison replacement (EOC)
2) POPULATION GENERATION
We have used the test case template proposed by Tonella [14] as shown in the figure 5 . eMuJava begins the test case generation process, it generates initial population of solutions (test cases) randomly. Tester provides the size of the population as input whereas the default size is 50. For every given mutant, eMuJava looks for the method containing the mutated statement and that method becomes the method under test. Anatomy of a sample test-case for object-oriented program testing [28] .
The tool generates the test cases using the same template in which it creates an object of class under test followed by a random number of calls to some other method(s) of the same class and finally it calls to the method under test (method with mutation). Later the tool generates required input parameters randomly. eMuJava supports all the primitive data types of Java programming language as well as generation of String literals of random length. If the class under test depends on the object of another class then the tool generates the object of other class and makes call to some methods to gain the desired state.
Next we present details about three more operations that eMuJava performs including fitness function, crossover, and biological mutation. These are standard operations, which genetic algorithm performs; therefore, eMuJava does not perform them when tester chooses to use random testing for test case generation.
3) FITNESS EVALUATION
Our tool supports evaluates fitness of a test case using execution traces the test case generates. It evaluates fitness by two methods depending upon the approach tester chooses for test case generation. If tester chooses to generate test cases using standard genetic algorithm, then eMuJava uses fitness evaluation method of Bottaci [7] . On the other hand eMuJava uses our state-based and control-oriented fitness function for test case evaluation.
4) CROSSOVER
On completion of the iteration, if the target (mutant) remains alive, the test cases are gone through crossover to generate off-springs for next iteration. eMuJava uses tournament selection method to select test cases for crossover, after which, pairs of test cases are formed. The tool uses single point crossover, which is performed on a randomly chosen point from the test cases. 
5) BIOLOGICAL MUTATION
The biological mutation is an important operation in genetic algorithm. It helps minimizing the chances of the search process getting stuck in local optima. After a specific number of iterations eMuJava performs biological mutation in the solutions. Mainly on a test case, the tool performs two types of mutations. If a test case has state fitness of ''0.0'' that means the object is already in a desired state and its method call sequence does not need a change. 
VI. INITIAL EXPERIMENT & ANALYSIS
In this section we present results of initial experiments that we have performed using eMuJava to validate the effectiveness of the state-based and control-oriented fitness function (section IV). The experiment results are quite interesting and have helped identifying some limitations of standard genetic algorithm that we have discussed later in this section. Below we go in the detail, first we present some details about the platform we have used for experiments.
The experiments have been performed on Intel 32-bit machine having Core 2 Duo Centrino processor. The computer has got 2GB of memory (RAM) and enough hard disk to store the execution traces generated by the tool. The machine is running with Windows 7 operating system supporting 32-bit architecture. The tool has been run using Java virtual environment (JVM) version 8 with update 45 released by Sun Microsystems for Windows. Every time a new experiment is conducted the tool has been rerun to ensure the resources are completely released by JVM and new experiments are not affected by any means. We have also made sure that source code under test is error free and the experiments are not affected by any runtime exception generated by the tool. We have chosen programs (containing one or more classes) from different domains for experiments and all of these programs are of different nature. Some of them are data structures (like Stack and HashTable), whereas others are popular programs (Calculator and TemperatureConverter) that we find in literature. Also we have chosen programs that automate home appliances (like ElectricHeather and AutoDoor). Table 1 presents list of all the programs that we have used for experiments. All the classes in programs exhibit variety of behaviors (through public methods) and in order to test those behaviors, some of the classes require their objects to be in specific state (for example AutoDoor, Stack, ElectricHeater and so on). On the other hand some of the methods contain mostly arithmetic expressions and conditional statements hence they do not have any serious requirement for objects to be in some specific state.
The experiments have been performed using eMuJava that we have implemented. eMuJava has been used to perform experiments with three approaches; first is random testing whereas second and third use genetic algorithm such that second uses standard fitness function and third one uses state-based and control-oriented fitness function. These approaches try to satisfy three conditions to kill a mutant; reachability, necessity, and sufficiency. Table 1 presents the results of the experiments in shape of average mutation score of multiple runs (ranges from 5 to 10) by each approach against all the programs. In order to check if our proposed fitness function guides the search process well and if it helps achieving high mutation score in less number of iterations, we did not allow the tool to run for indefinite amount of time. Instead we let the tool to execute 10 iterations per target to verify if it gains high mutation score with our proposed approach.
The results of the experiments have proven to be quite interesting. All the approaches have given good results in general but our proposed fitness function has produced a touch better set of test cases than the other two. For better understanding of the results, we have plotted them using column chart as shown in figure 6 . In the chart, x-axis plots the tested programs (from Table 1 ) and y-axis plots mutation score. Results achieved by approaches are represented with a different shade (random testing -light gray, GA with standard fitness function -dark gray, GA with proposed fitness function -black) to distinguish among them.
The proposed fitness function seems to obtain high mutation score for the programs that have state requirement (AutoDoor, HashTable, Stack, and Triangle) but the difference in mutation score is not very significant. When we analyze the results, we discover that although the proposed fitness function provides information about the weakness in a test case (whether the object is in desired state through state fitness) yet the next phase of genetic algorithm (crossover) fails to utilize it due to its inherent nature. Crossover does not consider object's state fitness to produce new offsprings rather it randomly picks up a point in parents and crosses them over to form offsprings. So the search process has to wait until biological mutation to use state fitness to form new method call sequence, which may help object in gaining desired state.
Besides that for ElectircHeater our proposed fitness function manages equal mutation score and for CGPACalc it underperforms whereas both of these approaches have state requirement. Actually ElectricHeater and CGPACalc require values for state variables that do not have any particular pattern. Such values can be generated quickly with random generation rather than crossover of test cases. Similarly random testing produces better mutation scores for BinarySearchTree and Calculator as compared to genetic algorithm. BinarySearchTree and Calculator do not have state requirement but some predicates in the methods of these programs have strict argument requirement (for example a==50). In this scenario crossover cannot be useful and search process has to wait until biological mutation comes into play and produces required method arguments to satisfy the conditions in predicates.
If we can enable crossover to use the object's state fitness to produce offspring, we may be able to push mutation score further up in limited number of iterations. For this we have proposed a new crossover method that uses object's state information. Besides that if a program does not have state requirement and it relies on the method arguments, performing crossover for high number of iterations does not help. In this situation if we can dynamically increase rate of biological mutation, the search can produce required values quickly to kill the mutant in lesser number of iterations. We have proposed an adaptable mutation method for genetic algorithm that automatically adjusts the rate of mutation by assessing the situation using fitness of test cases. Both the proposals are presented in next section in detail.
VII. TWO-WAY CROSSOVER AND ADAPTABLE MUTATION FOR GENETIC ALGORITHM
In this section we present a new two-way crossover and adaptable mutation method for genetic algorithm that uses state fitness to produce and repair offsprings. 
A. TWO-WAY CROSSOVER
To demonstrate how our proposed two-way crossover works and helps targets to diverge quickly, we have used example of Stack class.
Consider code snippet of Stack class in figure 7 . The class has two private data members including top pointer and elements[] array to contain integers in stack formation. There are several methods defined in the class to simulate stack's behavior but we are interested in only pop() method definition for now. The pop() method pops out the top most element from the stack but there is an additional constraint on it. This method will remove and return the top element, only if there are at least 2 elements present in the stack. Now we generate a mutant from Stack class such that the line 3 of pop() method contains a mutation. We want to generate a test case that will kill that mutant by satisfying all three conditions (reachability, necessity, and sufficiency). For a test case to kill this mutant, the object of Stack class is required to invoke push(int) method (its definition is not shown in figure 7 ) for at least 2 times before invoking Both the test cases cannot kill the mutant because they contain just one call to push(int) method hence object does not gain the desired state before calling pop(). Since both the test cases fail to achieve the target, fitness function comes into play for their evaluation. Our proposed fitness function will be able to highlight the discrepancy in them by assigning a non-zero value to state_fitness as shown below; The 0.5 fitness shows that object is not in desired state and method call sequence needs modification. After that, genetic algorithm performs crossover to form new population for next iteration. The one-point crossover picks a random point and bisects both the test cases on that. of a given iteration have non-zero state fitness, then the next iteration will receive double amount of test cases and so on. To control this, when genetic algorithm performs biological mutation to ensure search does not get stuck in local optima, we reduce number of test cases back to the size of population, user sets in the beginning. By these two ways, we control the number of test cases during execution of genetic algorithm.
B. ADAPTABLE MUTATION
Mutation operation in genetic algorithm prevents the search process to get stuck in local optima. It is not possible to set one fix mutation rate that can produce best results as every program is different in nature and requires different type and range of input data. If mutation rate is too high, it will become close to random testing and if mutation rate is too low, the test cases will become similar after a certain number of iterations.
In evolutionary mutation testing, genetic algorithm can experience similar situation as shown by experiments in previous section. For applications like BinarySearchTree and Calculator, crossover cannot help as these applications require specific range of values that can be produced with random generations. But there are certain applications like HashTable and Stack that need some time to evolve test cases to satisfy complex predicates to kill the mutants. In this case high mutation rate can result in diverging the search away from its target. So an adaptable mutation rate is required to handle both scenarios.
Literature survey shows some research [17] , [18] , [26] , [29] , [30] has been done to provide basis to pick the right configuration for genetic algorithm and adapt mutation rate as per situation. Mainly these approaches decide about prematurity in population by analyzing the solutions (test cases) and comparing them whereas some approaches are specifically for structured paradigm. These approaches are not appropriate to help in object-oriented programs and for mutation based evolutionary testing.
In this case our state-based and control-oriented fitness function provides comprehensive information to genetic algorithm to decide if mutation rate needs an adjustment for next iteration or current configuration is fine. For understanding, consider the following general fitness of a test case 't';
fitness(t) = [SbRC(t); SbNC(t); CoSC(t)] fitness(t) = [state_fitness(t), coverage_fitness(t);
SbNC(t); CoSC(t)]
Once iteration completes, we propose analyzing fitness of all the test cases if the mutant (target) remains alive. If state_fitness of all the test cases remain ''0.0'', it shows test cases have gained required state or the program under test does not have state requirement. Now crossover of test cases cannot help because it does not modify arguments of method under test. In such a case increasing mutation frequency can save effort in producing required values for method under test. We propose decreasing interval between two mutations by ''1'' after unsuccessful iteration for programs that do not have state requirement or having ''0.0'' as state_fitness.
C. eMuJava VERSION 2.0
We have extended our eMuJava tool to provide support for proposed two-way crossover and adaptable mutation methods so we can perform experiments on it to test its effectiveness. We have named the new updated version as eMuJava version 2.0 or simply eMuJava v.2. eMuJava v.2 now supports four approaches to generate test cases to kill the mutants. All these approaches generate test cases that can satisfy all three conditions to kill a mutant (reachability, necessity, and sufficiency). The approaches include random testing, genetic algorithm with standard fitness function, genetic algorithm with state-based & controloriented fitness function, and the fourth one that has improved genetic algorithm with state-based & control-oriented fitness function, two-way crossover, and adaptable mutation methods. eMuJava v.2 is an open source implementation and available free for download from URL http://jbillu.net/emujava.v.2/. The researchers and testers are welcome to download the tool and use it to perform experiments, extend the implementation and provide their valuable feedback to us if they want to propose a feature or to report a bug. The implementation is available in two forms; a complete project of NetBeans (Java IDE) that can be imported in NetBeans and secondly in the form of plain source code, which can be compiled and run manually through Java SDK. eMuJava v.2 offers various new features to testers to increase usability and to save time. For example eMuJava v.2 provides testers the facility to view the generated mutants before proceeding to test case generation. Using mutant viewer, testers can view the mutation performed by the tool in a mutant and see if a given mutant is equivalent or non-equivalent. This helps performing correct calculation of mutation score. There is another very useful feature in the new version that allows the testers to filter equivalent mutants. Testers can list down all the equivalent mutants using mutant viewer feature of the tool and then filter them from the list before letting the tool to start generation test cases. The eMuJava ignore all those filtered mutants because they cannot be killed and hence it saves a lot of time.
VIII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
This section provides with results of extensive experiments carried out to validate the proposed two-way crossover and adaptable mutation methods. We have performed experiments using eMuJava v.2 on ten applications using four supported approaches by the tool. All four approaches generate test cases to kill the mutants and attempt to raise the mutation score. This section is further divided into three sub-sections and each section covers an aspect regarding experiments. We have performed experiments to show that our proposals help generating a test case in less number of iterations, which can kill a mutant that requires object to be in a certain state. Secondly, we have compared the results with another tool EvoSuite, which is available for experiments. We have also shown with experiments that detecting suspicious mutants can help identifying a bug (logical programming mistake). By fixing such logical bug in the program, apparently looking equivalent mutant becomes non-equivalent that can be killed to raise mutation score.
A. LESS ITERATIONS HIGH MUTATION SCORE
First we present and discuss results of experiments that we have performed to validate if our proposed fitness function, two-way crossover, and adaptable mutation help the search process to diverge towards target in less number of iterations. We have performed experiments with eMuJava v.2 tool using four approaches to investigate this hypothesis. The experiments have been performed using same test configuration that includes number of iterations, number of test cases in a single iteration, crossover, and initial biological mutation rate. Before going into the details of experiments, below we present some information about four approaches we have used.
1) Random Testing:
The test cases and input data are generated randomly in all iterations. If they fail to kill a mutant, the tool does not perform either crossover or mutation to repair the test cases rather it generates new population of test cases for next iteration.
2) Genetic Algorithm with Standard Fitness Function:
This approach uses genetic algorithm to generate and We have presented results of experiments in Table 2 and they show that our proposed approach has performed well. For every approach we have used same test configuration and have not allowed the tool to run for indefinite amount of time.
To kill a mutant, eMuJava runs 10 iterations each carrying population of 50 test cases. After every iteration fitter test cases are crossed over and after fifth iteration, test cases go through biological mutation. Random testing does not use crossover or biological mutation whereas our improved genetic algorithm uses two-way crossover and adaptable mutation rate. On completing 10 iterations, if mutant remains alive, tool leaves it and picks the next mutant.
If we carefully analyze the results, we notice that random testing and genetic algorithm with standard fitness function have not performed well on most of the programs specially those who have strict state requirement including AutoDoor, HashTable, Stack and so on. We have presented the comparison of these two approaches with genetic algorithm having state-based & control-oriented fitness function earlier (section VI). Now we compare our improved genetic algorithm with random testing and standard genetic algorithm. For better comparison we have plotted the results of these three approaches using a column chart in figure 8 . All three are represented with distinguished colors (random testing -light-grey, genetic algorithm with standard fitness function -dark-grey, and improved genetic algorithm -black). The x-axis represents programs under test and y-axis represents achieved mutation score.
The results clearly show that our improved genetic algorithm has a significant impact on mutation score and it has increased for all those programs (AutoDoor, CGPACalc, ElectricHeater, HashTable, Stack, and Triangle) that have strict state requirement. It has obtained equal or touch higher mutation score for other programs (BankAccount and TempConverter) that do not have any state requirement. With the help of adaptable mutation, our proposed genetic algorithm has managed to complete random for programs (BinarySearchTree and Calculator) that require specific range of values. The difference in average mutation score obtained by our proposed approach from other approaches ranges approximately from 8% to 11%, which is promising.
We have analyzed our improved genetic algorithm with a different angle as well. Earlier we have presented comparison of mutation scores obtained by all the approaches in a fixed number of iterations. Now we shall see how many iterations all the approaches require to achieving 100% mutation score (after filtering out all the equivalent mutants). We have again performed experiments with eMuJava v2.0 tool and allow the tool to run until all the mutants get killed. The results are presented in Table 3 in shape of number of iterations consumed by each approach as well as number of test case generated by all of the four approaches
We have plotted the results with the help of line chart in figure 9 . Figure 9 presents 10 line charts, one for each program, which has been tested. All four approaches are represented with four different colors (random testing -blue, genetic algorithm with standard fitness function -red, genetic algorithm with state-based & control-oriented fitness function -green, and our improved genetic algorithm -black). In these charts x-axis represents number of iterations whereas y-axis represents mutation score.
The line trace in these charts show the progress of all four approaches while they kill the mutants and achieve 100% mutation score. Our improved genetic algorithm seems to have clear advantage on all the other three approaches especially in the programs that have state requirement. For rest of the programs it performs equally well to the other approaches specially in comparison to random testing.
The results of these experiments prove our claim that with the help of state-based & control-oriented fitness function, the search process gets better guidance. Trough twoway crossover method test cases gain the desired state quickly. Adaptable mutation guides the genetic algorithm to increase the mutation frequency for programs that need specific values to satisfy conditions. Eventually improved genetic algorithm converges towards the targets in less number of iterations and helps in reducing required testing effort.
B. COMPARISON WITH EvoSuite
Now we present our experiment results in comparison to EvoSuite [30] , which is the more relevant tool exists in the literature. EvoSuite can test Java based programs and can generate tests for branch coverage and mutation based coverage. It only supports unit level testing so EvoSuite cannot apply mutation operators that involve more than one class (mutation operators for inheritance or polymorphism). Also it does not support mutation operators that modify simple objects (access modifier related mutation operator and object vs. reference comparison and so on). In general EvoSuite does not support any object-oriented feature and uses limited set of conventional mutation operators [19] , [31] to generate mutants. Due to this reason although EvoSuite can test objectoriented programs in general but it can apply only structured mutation operators.
There are many issues that we have discovered while experimenting with EvoSuite. EvoSuite does not provide information about the mutants it generates, how many mutants remain alive, how does it handle equivalent mutants, and if it includes all the mutants in calculating mutation score. Also the experiments we have performed earlier to compare our improved genetic algorithm with existing approaches, we restricted the iterations to see the performance of our approach but in case of EvoSuite it is not possible by any mean to limit the number of iterations to see how many targets it is able to achieve. Our implemented tool eMuJava differs a lot from EvoSuite and it is difficult to give an accurate comparison between them due to hidden information in EvoSuite. By making some adjustments and selecting the same mutation operators, we are able to produce a fair comparison between both approaches. We have presented the results of experiments in Table 4 . For better understanding, we have plotted the experiment results presented in figure 10 using column chart. The x-axis represents the programs we have used for experiments and y-axis shows average mutation score achieved after multiple runs. The grey bars represent mutation score achieved by EvoSuite whereas bars in black color represent mutation score achieved by eMuJava (our proposed approach).
The difference between mutation scores shows that our improved genetic algorithm has performed well as compare to EvoSuite. eMuJava is able to kill more mutants in less number of iterations.
C. DETECTING SUSPICIOUS MUTANTS TO RAISE MUTATION SCORE
Sometimes, it has been noticed that a small programming mistake (logical) affects mutation score badly. Due to the logical error in program, the mutant becomes equivalent, which not only damages mutation score but it also wastes a lot of time during test case generation. In our earlier work [37] , we coined an idea of using control-flow information besides output of the program to see how mutant behaves as compare to original program. This idea leads us to very interesting results and we noticed that if program has a logical error, although original and modified programs produce same output yet they exercise different execution path because sometimes the logical error masks the change introduced by mutation hence the mutant remains alive. We call such a mutant as suspicious mutant. So what our approach does is that, if a mutant remains alive but for a given test case, it exercises different execution path as compared to original program, we declare it suspicious and encourages manual checking of the program to ensure a logical programming error is not causing this problem. The figure 11 contains a code snippet of CGPACalc program that explains the concept of suspicious mutant;
The incorrect string literal at line 16 will always cause the method to return ''Pass'' even if the value of variable cgpa is less than 2.5. Hence all the mutants generated from this method will remain alive. By using control follow information this error can be highlighted and correct, which results in raising the mutation score. We have used the same idea in our state-based & control-oriented fitness function that we have designed for evolutionary mutation testing of object-oriented programs (Section IV). In that work, we use control-flow information as part of test case fitness. Now in this research, we have performed experiments to prove its effectiveness.
None of the approaches including genetic algorithm, random testing, and EvoSuite uses control flow information as part of test case fitness, hence they suffer from such a situation where a logical error in the program causes the mutants to remain alive. To show the difference in mutation scores between our proposed work and others (genetic algorithm and EvoSuite), we have performed experiments using CGPACalc program by introducing the same error we have presented in figure 11 . The figure 12 plots the results of experiments and proves the effectiveness of using control flow information to evaluate a test case.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Evolutionary mutation testing is a merger of two techniques; evolutionary testing and mutation testing. It is an effort to exploit strengths of evolutionary testing with combination of mutation testing to automate test case generation process and to reduce the computational overhead of mutation testing. Object's state plays a significant role in testing and control flow information also provides useful information about program's behavior. But according to our survey none of existing approaches use them. We have proposed a fitness function that uses object's state and control flow information as part of test case fitness. In this research, we have extended our work, implemented it in eMuJava tool, and performed experiments using it. The results have highlighted that although the object's state is made part of test case fitness yet this information is not used efficiently to improve the test case for the next iteration. On the basis of these results, we have proposed new two-way crossover and adaptable mutation methods, which are capable of using object's state fitness effectively to improve the test case. With these proposed changes the object gains the desired state quickly and methods receive required arguments. Eventually the test cases converge to the target in less number of iterations. We have extended the implementation of eMuJava to support two-way crossover and adaptable mutation in version 2. Using eMuJava v2.0 we have conducted extensive experiment. The experiments have given positive results and we are in the position to say that with the usage of object's state fitness, control flow information, two-way crossover, and adaptable mutation, the evolutionary mutation testing process improves. The testing process becomes effective and efficient because of the appropriate guidance the search process gets, mutation scores are increased, and logical programming errors are identified.
In future we plan to conduct experiments to compare our improved genetic algorithm with other search based techniques like particle swarm optimization (PSO) and artificial immune system (AIS). We also plan to apply our proposed modifications (state-based & control-oriented fitness function, two-way crossover, and adaptable mutation) on other evolutionary approaches to see if they work equally good as they do with the genetic algorithm. We plan to extend our eMuJava v.2 tool to support multiple evolutionary approaches to perform experiments and evaluation. He has been a System Administrator with JaguarPC LLC., an international Web hosting organization, since 2006. Besides that, he has also been a Visiting Faculty Member with the University of ARID Agriculture, Rawalpindi, Pakistan, since 2013. He has nine research publications. His main research interests are in software testing and semantic web.
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